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Let us take the
stress out of your
school trip!

We’ll make things easy for you!
Your coach will drop you off right outside the
Learning Centre entrance. You’ll be met at
the door and the children’s lunch boxes will
be safely stored in your individual trolley.

DEEEP

Your day with us will include time in the
exhibition, a pre-booked workshop, 30
minutes for lunch and if you have time
before the end of the school day, a
chance to watch our 2pm Dive Show.
Before you head home, your class can visit
the shop or we have pre-packed goodie
bags or sticker books if you prefer.
We’re sure you’ll enjoy your school
day diving into The Deep!
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Are you looking for an exciting, educational and fun school visit for
your students? Then why not consider Hull’s award-winning aquarium,
with a fantastic range of workshops from Foundation to Post 16.
Home to three Sea Labs for classrooms these
immersive learning spaces include interactive teaching
screens, child-friendly microscopes and laptops, which
allow pupils to get hands on with their learning.
Explore exciting exhibits and see species that live
in colourful coral reefs at the Lagoon of Light, from
the depths of the oceans in Cool Seas to the tropical
climes of the Amazon in the Flooded Forest, from the
chilly North Pole In the Kingdom of Ice and of course,
to the open sea in Endless Ocean. Experience fun
interactive stations as you move around the aquarium,
see the dally dive show and much more!

ABOUT US
The Deep is dedicated to the enjoyment
and understanding of the world’s oceans.
Since opening in 2002, The Deep has
welcomed over 300,000 children to its
Learning Centre where our experienced
teachers deliver workshops closely
referenced to the National Curriculum
in subjects including Science,
Maths, English, Art, Geography
and Citizenship.

WORKSHOPS-FOUNDATION
Science – Find a Secret Superhero
Journey to where the Amazon greets the ocean,
then meet creatures of the world’s rainforests
that are unlikely super heroes. Children investigate
different creatures’ abilities to survive in their
habitat and get a close up view of our Hissing
cockroaches. An interactive story and multi-activity
play session addresses the EYFS areas of learning.

Maths – Puzzling Penguins

English – The Big Blue Sea

Science and Citizenship – Seaside
Spring Clean

Dive under the water to find out who lives
in the big blue sea. Can you help our marine friends
to give our story a happy ending?
This story and play session allows children
to develop their imaginative language skills.

Cross-curricular – I want to be a diver
Imagine you’re a diver! Let’s get to know our
fish, sharks and keepers a little better. Using
underwater video watch one of our divers at work
and learn some dive sign language, before getting
hands on with some real dive kit. An engaging,
cross-curricular play based workshop designed to
develop skills to support Early Learning Goals.

Pick up a penguin! This polar-themed
story and play session focuses on matching,
sorting, ordering and number. There are
also plenty of free play activities to support
the learning of early Maths concepts.

People keep leaving litter about! Can you
help the seaside animals get free of all
that rubbish? This story and play session
encourages children to show care and concern
for living things and for the environment.

Art and Design – Turtle Art
Meet Rio the river turtle, and then make a mini
Rio. This story and art session allows children
to learn about The Deep’s river turtles before
making a turtle puppet of their own. This
session allows children to develop skills in the
area of expressive arts and design.

A wonderful day
enjoyed by everyone. The
children loved it, with many
saying it was ‘the best day of my
life ever’! The organisation of the
staff was impressive and as
a teacher, this meant that I could
spend more time focusing on the
children. Thank you very much!
Alison Campbell, Millbridge
Junior and Infant School

The children loved
exploring the zones and
discovering new facts about
a wide variety of sea creatures!
The lagoon of light and coral
realm were a favourite of ours
and is an experience that our
children will not forget.
Katie Benton, Carlton Junior
and Infant School

WORKSHOPS-KEY STAGE 1
Science – Staying Alive

Science – Find a Secret Super Hero

How are our bodies like those of marine
creatures? How are they different? Observe
and compare animal characteristics in this
enjoyable multi-activity workshop which
uses live animals. The session links with the
KS1 Science programme of study: Animals,
including humans.

Journey to where the Amazon greets the ocean.
Meet creatures that are unlikely super heroes
and identify the special skills that help them
survive in their habitat. Pupils gain practical
first-hand experience, observing and touching
live Hissing cockroaches, encouraging them to
ask questions about how the creatures survive
in the natural world.

Science – Beside the Seaside
Last night there was a big storm in the
North Sea and some of the seaside animals
got lost – can you help them get home? This
multi-activity workshop takes the children
on a seaside journey where they investigate
the diversity of the habitats and the range
of animals that make their homes there
and why. The session links with the Science
programme of study: Working scientifically,
Animals, including humans.

Geography & Science – My Polar Home
Where are the coldest places in the world?
What kinds of animals live there? This multiactivity workshop allows children to investigate
polar habitats with the help of NASA images
and the fantastic 3D revolving magic planet!
This KS1 session links with Science work on
habitats and with Geography work on oceans
and temperature zones of the world.

The children are
full of ideas about
how they want to follow
up the visit in school
and we can’t wait to
get started.
Ruth Whalley, Sacred Heath
Catholic Primary School

Geography – All Around the World
Pick up your passports and travel the world! We
start by looking at NASA images on the fantastic
3D magic planet. Pupils complete activities which
encourage them to appreciate the amazing variety
of our world including climates, landscapes and
inhabitants. This multi-activity workshop links
with Geography work on oceans, continents and
temperature zones and with Science work on
habitats and citizenship themes.

Art and Design – What’s Under
the Water?
Using some weird and wonderful examples
from around The Deep, children are inspired
to create artwork using a range of media.
They are encouraged to explore the visual
and tactile qualities of the marine environment
and consider 2D and 3D shape, texture, colours
and patterns.

Science – Caring for our Oceans
Take a trip with Kai the Killer whale on a journey
around the five oceans of the world in a search
of food and a family. During Kai’s travels, the whale
encounters different animals who need help.
Children explore the effect of plastics on the
ocean, the animals that live there and begin to think
about what action they can take to help the planet.

Art and Design – Turtle Art
This story and art session allows children to learn
about The Deep’s River turtles before making a
turtle puppet of their own considering colour,
pattern and shape. For KS1, if requested, we can
replace the puppet story with a short presentation.

Our Year 1 and Year 2
children had an amazing day
- they absolutely loved it! The day
was extremely well organised and
all the exhibits were very engaging
for the children - especially the
penguins. The habitats workshop
was great - the children really
enjoyed it and learnt lots too.
Tracey Butler, Barkisland Church
of England Primary School

WORKSHOPS-KEY STAGE 2
Science – Our World’s Plastic Problem
Why are our world’s oceans so important?
How are our oceans and the animals that live
there being affected by plastics? Consider the
impact of human behaviour on our oceans and
ways in which The Deep, other organisations
and you can reduce your plastic footprint.

Science – CSI Sharky
Help us solve a dastardly crime! Identify our mystery
murderer by discovering who’s eating who. This
exciting multi-activity workshop is based on food
chains and predator-prey relationships. Children
use a variety of skills while working scientifically to
predict and draw conclusions and use microscopes.

Science – Penguin Detectives
This activity allows children to investigate animal
‘families’, with a particular focus on penguins.
We look at how we might classify different animal
groups, then use classification keys to identify
different penguin species. Finally we learn more
about penguins in their natural environments.

A brilliant day which the
children absolutely loved.
We really enjoyed the Penguin
Detectives activity which
suited our topic of Antarctica
well. We will definitely be
returning next year.
David Smith, Norton Free Church
of England Primary School

Science – Think Like a Scientist
A hands-on enquiry workshop, children assume
the role of different scientists and attempt to
work out problems that may be encountered in
the real world. Children are working scientifically:
making observations (microscopes), collating
results and drawing conclusions. This workshop
has cross-curricular links with Maths and
Geography. KS2 will need adult support so please
provide at least one adult for every six pupils.

Science - Fossil Hunters
Travel back in time as a Fossil Hunter. Find out
how fossils are formed and how they help us
understand the Earth’s past. Children uncover
buried ‘real’ marine fossils and work scientifically
to identify, classify and record them for future
use. Maybe even discover a Sea Monster!
The session directly links the Science
programme of study for Rocks, Living things and
their habitats and Evolution and inheritance.

Geography & Science – Life on
the Reef

Science – Bite Back
What do sharks eat? What does a shark’s
tooth look like? Take a fascinating peek into
the eating habits of some of the ocean’s top
predators. This session considers how animals
feed, interdependence and the importance
of adaptation.

Science – Amazing Adaptation
Investigate The Deep’s amazing creatures and
the adaptations they possess. You decide who
has the most incredible super power for survival.
Get the chance to handle our live Hissing
cockroaches! Pupils work scientifically making
observations of animals and focusing on their
special adaptations.

View our ocean world with the help of NASA
images and our amazing 3D magic planet.
Then take a closer look at one special ocean
habitat – the coral reef. In this multi-activity
workshop pupils investigate the location of
reefs, the coral animal itself and explores the
relationship between species who make the
reef their home.

Geography – Tale of Two Rivers
Take a walk along the rivers – yes, we do have
two! The Deep is situated at the confluence
of the Hull and Humber, making it a perfect
place to investigate rivers. This session looks
at how rivers and tides affect people and the
landscape and how we use and manage rivers.
It includes a guided walk round the exterior
of The Deep (weather permitting), plus a
short presentation.

We had an amazing
day thank you so much.
Your staff were full of
knowledge and answered
all our questions. We will
be coming again.
Becci Vincent, Worth Valley
Primary School

LOAN BOXES

PERFECT SUPPORT FOR YOUR STUDENTS

We are pleased to be able to offer
two fantastic teaching resources
available on loan for FREE* for
schools visiting The Deep.
The two loan boxes, Oceans and Habitats,
are perfect as a pre or post visit support for
teachers and their pupils to enhance learning and
engagement. Offering a variety of cross curricular
resources for Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2, the
loan box resources can support whole class
teaching, group sessions or independent learning.

Loan boxes include real artefacts that can
be researched, discussed or used creatively
by your class. They offer a range of key words,
question and definition cards to aid knowledge
and understanding as well as a range of fiction
and non-fiction texts. Boxes can be loaned for
one or two weeks.

* A deposit of £25 is required to
hire the loan boxes. Simply email
info@thedeep.co.uk to book yours.

SLEEP NEXT TO THE SHARKS!
Does your primary school have a
sense of adventure? Then come and
join us for a fun-filled night of activities
suitable for your class, a guided tour
of the aquarium and the chance
to sleep inches away from our sharks.
Sleepovers are perfect for uniformed groups.
Places cost £23 per child with a minimum of
60 children (Sunday to Wednesday) and 100
children (Thursday to Saturday).
Please note the maximum number of children
we can accommodate is 150. Each adult costs
£5 and we require you to provide a minimum
ratio of 1 adult per 8 children.

The next morning, everyone is served breakfast
of cereal and toast before they leave – but don’t
worry this is away from the sharks!
For just £4 extra per child, you can add a 40
minute educational workshop to their sleepover.
Choose from a number of KS1 and KS2 sessions.

To find out more about booking
a sleepover at The Deep,
call 01482 381000 or email
info@thedeep.co.uk

HOW DO I BOOK?
Booking a visit with us is simple. Just call us on
01482 381000 (option 3) to check availability,
or email info@thedeep.co.uk.

What next?

How much does it cost?

Once you’ve made a provisional booking over
the phone, we will email you a booking form to
complete. When we have received this, we will write
to you confirming your visit, costs and itinerary.

Visits cost £7 per pupil and include:

No deposit is required. Payment is due on the
day using cash, cheque, debit or credit card.
A pro-forma invoice will be included in your
confirmation before arrival. Invoices will only
be issued if we receive a purchase order in
advance of the visit.

• Teacher preview visit (one free teacher visit
per class, accompanying families and friends
will be required to pay the standard entry fee)
• Downloadable information and activity trails
• Free on-site coach parking
• Entry into The Deep
• Your choice of educational workshop
• Secure bag storage
• Packed lunch area
• Free teacher places of 1:6 primary school,
additional adult places are priced at £10.50

Special educational needs
Our qualified teachers are available to discuss
the most appropriate learning sessions for special
needs groups. It is possible, with sufficient notice,
to modify most learning sessions to meet individual
requirements.
Why not download our fantastic social story ‘A
Day at The Deep: Preparing for your Visit’ from our
website? This is designed to help visitors plan and
make the most of their visit, and is great for those
students who might need a little extra help.

The Deep shop
A wide variety of marine themed gifts are available
from our ‘Deepartment’ Store with items from
as little as 30p. For schools wishing to bypass the
shop we can arrange goody bags or sticker books.
Please order these before your visit.

Teacher preview visits
In order to make the most of your school visit
we recommend that you take advantage of one
of our teacher preview visits to familiarise yourself
with the exhibits and our facilities.
A letter from your Head Teacher on school
headed paper, confirming that you wish to carry
out a preview visit/risk assessment for your school
is needed. Present this at the reception and they
will issue a complimentary ticket (one teacher per
class visiting).

Risk assessment
We conduct our own risk assessments and provide
guidance for teachers visiting us. To see The Deep’s
risk assessment please visit our website.

Quality mark
The Deep holds the
‘Learning Outside the
Classroom’ quality mark.
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The Deep, Tower Street Hull, HU1 4DP

www.thedeep.co.uk

01482 381000

info@thedeep.co.uk
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